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RO&I Vendor
Evaluation
So, it’s time to evaluate Revenue Operations and Intelligence
(RO&) solutions. If you’re reading this, you’re either looking to
replace your existing platform or implementing your very first.
Regardless of the case, the goal of this RFP checklist is to help
you find the best RO&I vendor for your needs. 

In this situation, it is also imperative to consider the future. The
revenue function is at an inflection point today. Technology
fundamentally reshapes how sales, marketing, and customer
success teams work through advanced computing, AI, and other
innovations.

The result is a shift in each function's structures, strategies,
tactics, and workflows. 

Gartner’s research shows that 77% of sales leaders say their
digital transformation has accelerated in the last two years and
that 80% of all B2B sales interactions will occur in digital
channels by 2025.

The digitization of sales means that your RO&I solution must
stand ready to take full advantage of digital sales activities for
deal-by-deal forecasting, predictive analytics, engagement
analytics, and more.

"80% of all B2B sales
interactions will occur in

digital channels by 2025."
- Gartner



What range of interactions and digital buyer signals are being
captured?
How accurate is the activity matching to the right account,
opportunity and contact?
Does the vendor support custom objects?
How configurable is the platform? Can you customize it to fit
your needs?
Does the platform support complex selling motions and
advanced forecasting?

Before You Start

Before looking for an RO&I solution provider, you must start with
the end in mind. You should be focused on your business
priorities, identify the gaps that you have in your organization,
what are the priorities, and then start to map the technology to
that. 

The RO&I solution that you choose must not only align with your
current needs, stand to provide the same benefits (or even more),
and drive change as your organization progresses over time. The
most prominent indicator of this is the digitization of sales.

Questions to Ask
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Questions to Ask RO&I Solution Providers

"66% of buyers in 2021 opted
for remote human

interactions or digital self-
service vs in-person."

- McKinsey & 
Company



RO&I Evaluation Themes

Am I able to become more accurate in my forecast?
Am I able to get insights into the health of my pipeline?

Do I know if my accounts and deal are healthy?
Do I have the insights needed to make data-driven and
informed decisions?
Am I able to increase sales collaboration?

Am I able to track all buyer and seller activity data and
accurately tie that back to the right account, opportunity
and contact?
Am I able to get visibility into the health of my accounts
and deals?
Do I have the insights to know who my high performers
are?
Am I am able to identify risk before it’s too late?

Forecast and Pipeline Management

Deal and Account Inspection and Execution

Activity and Frontline Performance

RO&I platforms developed before this rapid digitization are
typically built only for sales leadership. They provide little to no
value to front-line managers and salespeople who are still
expected to use them. They are not structured for revenue teams'
new, collaborative nature and are unusable for anyone but those
experienced in sales.

RO&I platforms created for the digital era are far different. They
unite revenue teams and entire organizations around a single
pane of glass. 

They are usable by everyone. Leadership, operations, front-line
managers, and sales reps all derive the same value, share the
same metrics, and get a common view of their goals. They also
provide the context that teams need to truly understand trends
that affect win rates, deal velocity, and effective and accurate
forecasting.
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If you have any questions about RO&I platforms, we're here to
help. Feel free to contact us at any time. 

BoostUp.ai is the fastest-growing Revenue Operations &
Intelligence Platform, helping revenue teams like Teradata,
Udemy and Cloudflare automate forecasting roll-ups, achieve
95% or greater forecast accuracy, increase rep capacity, and drive
a predictable revenue machine. 

We bring together all digital revenue data and predictive
intelligence into a single, highly usable platform where reps spend
20 mins per day.

www.boostup.ai/get-a-demo
www.linkedin.com/company/boostup-ai

How to Use this RFP
Checklist
This RFP Checklist contains some of the most crucial features
and functions of a comprehensive RO&I platform. Use the RFP
checklist to evaluate RO&I vendors based on the capabilities of a
RO&I platform and the features and functionality that are most
important to your organization's needs.

BoostUp is Here to Help

Download the RO&I RFP Checklist.

https://www.boostup.ai/hubfs/Guides/BoostUps-RO&I-RFP-Vendor-Evaluation-Scorecard.xlsx
http://www.boostup.ai/get-a-demo
http://www.linkedin.com/company/boostup-ai
https://www.boostup.ai/hubfs/Guides/BoostUps-RO&I-RFP-Vendor-Evaluation-Scorecard.xlsx

